
 
 



“We had a key drop system 
before, but we wanted a proper, 
professional key security 
system.  KeyKeeper XL is the best 
system we’ve seen.” 
 
- Mark McKay, Service Manager 
Cooksville Dodge Chrysler 
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Fabricated using all 1/4” 
and 3/16” plate steel for 

superior strength 

Internal mounting plate 
comes with high tensile 
bolts for 32,000 pounds 
resistance!  Installation 
system is extremely  

strong! 

Puck lock is 
easy to use, 
easy to 
change and 
gives you 
superior 

security . 

Many security features 
including security gate 
prevent fishing and 

other theft attempts 

Service envelopes are stored 
inside lid for convenience.  

Writing surface on top 

Dimensions: 

 

KeyKeeper XL Withstand Features 
KeyKeeper XL Withstand is a perfect fit for any business that requires unsupervised key drops after business hours.   The 
unique features of KeyKeeper XL Withstand offer many benefits; the two most important being increased customer service 

which leads to higher sales revenue and peace of mind for you in knowing 
that your customers’ or your own cars are protected from theft.   The 
security features of KeyKeeper XL Withstand give you unprecedented 
protection from theft attempts – once a set of keys is deposited into the 
KeyKeeper XL Withstand, they can only be retrieved through the secure 
access door.   KeyKeeper XL Withstand is easy to install, durable and 
virtually maintenance free. 

Some of the security and construction features  
of the KeyKeeper XL Withstand include:                                  

KeyKeeper XL is manufactured by: 
Secure Industries 

Tel: (905) 951-0630     Fax: (905) 951-3147     Toll Free: (800) 666-1283   Web: www.keykeeper.net    email: jweeden@keykeeper.net  

A Fleet Management Dream Come True! 
 
Distributing your fleet in high traffic congestion areas can 
be a nightmare.  During peak hours, this process can drive 
up labor costs, extra fuel, and other expenses that eat away 
at your overall profitability.  Instead of just accepting all of 
those needless additional costs, use KeyKeeper XL Withstand 
for fleet distribution.  Returning vehicle keys are stored in 
the depository waiting to be picked up.  Your staff drops 
your vehicles and pick up return vehicles and paperwork in 
off peak, overnight or weekend hours without having to 
enter the branch office.  The savings in labor and 
operational costs will exceed the investment in a KeyKeeper 

XL Withstand within one year.  So you can rest easy! 


